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My mother’s godparents had been married for more than sixty years.  In their last years 

together, Frederick had acquired moderate dementia and really couldn’t do anything 
without the guidance of his wife. He was, however, made of strong Norwegian stock.  

Josephine, even though she had never driven, always knew the directions to anywhere 
they wanted to go.  She was the family GPS. While Frederick was physically fit; 

Josephine was mentally fit. Scary as it might seem to an outsider, they made a pretty 
good team. He could physically operate the car and Josephine would tell him what to do, 

where to turn and when to stop. However, when Josephine died suddenly, Frederick 
became understandably nervous about going places because he was afraid he would not 

find the way. Thankfully, his daughter saw to it that he didn’t drive after that. 

 
I think we’ve all experienced this type of fear, of not knowing where we’re going, 

especially now, when nothing in our lives seems familiar. In the past, we might have 
feared going to a new school or visiting a new church. Today, we fear never being able 

to go back to these places safely. We might have been anxious about starting a new job 
or traveling to a place we had never been before. These days, we thank God we are 

either still employed or pray for those who have lost their livelihood. And maybe now 
that place we long to travel is to the grocery store, to a concert, a movie theatre or back 

to church! It’s as if each of us has lost the secure feeling of having a GPS with us, to feel 
confident about where we are going and that we’ll be shown the way to get there.  

 
I think that John has stirred lots of different emotions in today’s gospel and that’s what 

speaks to me today. Maybe it’s because none of us saw this pandemic coming. Maybe 
it’s because when it hit, none of us imagined how long we’ll need to continue sheltering 

in place. Maybe it’s the protesters screaming about loosening restrictions and opening 

back up while others shout opposing views from the other side. Maybe it’s because even 
when things do get back to normal most of us realize that the new normal won’t 

resemble the old normal of two months ago for a long, long time. And is “normal” even 
something we even want to go back to? Maybe…. Well, you get the idea. 

 
Which is why these words of isolation, confusion, and desperation from the disciples are 

so important today. Because If we don’t hear the questions the disciples ask, any words 
of consolation and hope that follow likely will ring hollow. Pastor/writer David Lose writes 

that if we can hear the sincere emotions such as lament, coming from the disciples in 
this text, maybe then we can hear Jesus’ words of response for what they are: 

promises. Promises made by Jesus. Jesus, the incarnate one. Jesus, the living, breathing 
human who knows sorrow, confusion, disappointment, and lament. He is the one who 

took on our flesh so we might know that our God not only cares, but also understands. 
 

The first line of today’s familiar gospel passage seems so out of kilter with the rest of the 

passage that it’s almost funny. Not funny, ha ha, but funny, as in puzzling. But it’s a 
poignant, ironic, almost sorrowful humor. Jesus, after all, is preparing his disciples, his 

friends, that he will soon leave them. He knows this will be incredibly challenging for 
them and so begins with words intended to bring comfort – “do not let your hearts be 



troubled” – but that seem to be not quite enough. The disciples’ hearts are troubled, 
very troubled. And so they ask questions. 

 
Have you ever noticed that? That when we are struggling to make sense of things or feel 

overwhelmed by circumstances, we often turn to questions: Why is this happening? Who 
is doing this? Why did she die so young? How did this happen? Why don’t you love me 

anymore? Why? 
 

The disciples’ questions have a similar poignancy. When Jesus says, “you know the way 
to the place where I am going,” A couple of weeks ago, we made sure not to shame 

Thomas when he asked to the risen Christ’s hands and side. But here, it’s obvious 
Thomas still doesn’t get it, because he replies quite bluntly, “Lord, we do not even know 

where you are going, so how can we know the way?” And when Jesus suggests that he, 
himself  is the way (and the truth and the life, to boot) and that anyone who knows him 

also knows the Father, Philip also reaches his limit and makes a request that is even 

more audacious – indeed, asking to see God, something no pious Jew would dare ask,: 
“Show us the Father.” 

Jesus’ answer – “Have you been with me so long and still do not know me” – I think this 
question of Jesus’ is more about re-orienting Philip’s question that it is about Jesus being 

frustrated with it. Notice that Thomas and Philip ask questions about what Jesus is 
saying: where are you going? Can we see the Father? And behind both of these, I 

suspect, is another, more primal question: why? Why are you leaving? Why can’t we go 
along? Why is this happening? 

 
The question of “why” is an important question. It gives voice to our deep need to 

understand, to comprehend, to make sense. But it’s also often quite difficult, if not 
impossible, to answer.  

What should Jesus have said? Should he offer some atonement theory as explanation? 
Should he have tried to break down the Father’s divine and cosmic will so they could 

understand it? Should he have escribed the complex, profound, and sacrificial love that 

motivates his actions? Would any of this made any sense or lessened the grief of the 
disciples? 

 
Instead of answering the “why” question, Jesus answers the question of “who.”  

He is the one who loves them and, in turn, who makes demonstrably clear the Father’s 
love. He is the one they have known and can trust and who will do what they ask and 

provide them what they need. 
 

Sometimes we want answers, even when what we really need is relationship. 
In response, Jesus offers not so much an answer as he offers himself. Through his life, 

death, and resurrection, Jesus is that GPS that gives us a sense of direction when we 
feel lost. 

 
Whatever our questions, whatever our doubts, whatever the unknowns, Jesus still 

makes himself available to us. Jesus still offers himself to us, inviting us into a 

relationship that may not answer all of our questions but ultimately goes beyond them. 
 

But this isn’t the only example of when the reality of the way a relationship can defy and 
transcend rational explanation. Truth be told, I don’t know why my parents made so 



many sacrifices for my siblings and me or why my partner loves me. But I do know that 
they did and she does and that what these relationships prove is what matters. 

 
I think there is something similar going on here: whatever the disciples may ask, Jesus 

will keep offering not simple answers but himself. Because as important as “why” is, 
“who” is even more important, for we live and die – and are born once again – in and 

through our relationships with our families, spouses, our children, parents, siblings, 
neighbors, friends and especially with our God. 

 
These times are scary when reliable sources like our trusty GPS that guide our travels 

aren’t effective. No one says faith makes things easier – and neither the Bible nor 
history offer even the scantest evidence to such a conclusion. Rather, the life of faith 

makes things richer and more meaningful. Sometimes that means just getting by. At 
other times it means flourishing even in the most challenging of circumstances. But 

always it means that we do not travel alone, but with the presence of God, the one 

revealed in the person of Jesus. When the resurrected Jesus meets the disciples in the 
locked room on Easter evening, after all, he doesn’t say that now it’s all smooth sailing, 

or because he has defeated death life will now be a piece of cake. Rather, he breathes 
on them the Holy Spirit, the Advocate, Comforter, Encourager, and Helper. Why? 

Because across the rest of their lives and ministries, they’re going to need – on a pretty 
regular basis, to boot! – advocacy, comfort, encouragement, and help. 

 
This gospel lesson begins by Jesus saying that he will prepare a place for each one of us. 

But as the text continues, we can see that our place is not an isolated room of our own 
in a giant heavenly mansion. Jesus’ words are less about a place than a relationship: our 

relationship with Jesus and God the Father. They tell us that in Jesus we know all we 
need to know about God, and just as we can have a relationship with another human 

person, we can also have a relationship with God that will one day be as real and 
obvious as are our relationships with one another. 

 

 
Amen 

 
 


